57 Belleview Drive, Sunbury
An Enviable Oasis in Jacksons Hill! – 746m2 Approx
An idyllic location and an established, private setting, this immaculate and low maintenance property
keeps getting better as you step through the front door. Built by renowned local builders, P&A Homes,
with hallmarks of high ceilings, ornate cornices and ceiling rosettes, this property is pristinely maintained
and ideally located. Offering accommodation of 3 good sized bedrooms, Master with WIR and renovated
ensuite. Front lounge boasts garden views and a gas log fire place, perfect for cosy winter evenings
curled up on the couch. Kitchen with breakfast bar and servery overlooks the expansive Mediterranean
inspired outdoor entertainment area complete with built in 6 burner BBQ, decking, LED lighting, café
blinds and more. A terrific area if you love entertaining and spending time outdoors year round. One
could be forgiven for thinking this is it! But through a pretty Wisteria covered arbor, you'll enjoy a private
and established secret garden. A serene, cool and peaceful oasis with plenty of room for kids and pets
to run and play. Featuring heating and cooling, solar panels, double garage with remote and rear roller
door access plus much more. With so much to offer and an idyllic location combined, this immaculately
kept Jacksons Hill stunner offers quality and a low maintenance tranquil hideaway. An enviable outdoor
oasis where an inspection is sure to delight!
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***PHOTO IDENTIFICATION REQUIRED AT ALL OPEN INSPECTIONS***

The above information has been furnished to us by the vendor of each property. We have not verified whether or not that information is accurate and have no belief one way or another in its accuracy. We do not
accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. all interested parties should make and rely upon their own enquires in order to determine whether or not this information is in
fact accurate.
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